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What have you liked about your child’s first term with us? 

1 anonymous How happy and confident she has become since starting. 

2 anonymous 
The enthusiasm he has for learning and the constant updates and input on how he is 

getting on 

3 anonymous Enjoy playing with this friends 

4 anonymous Patience and understanding of how it is a big thing for each child 

5 anonymous The communication with the teacher 

6 anonymous 

We have loved that she has just slotted into school life so well and broadens her 

friendship groups up. She enjoys it that much she gets upset that it’s not school on a 

weekend 

7 anonymous Swimming lessons 

8 anonymous Themed days and the swimming lessons 

9 anonymous 
It's great that we have had a parents evening so early in the year so settle our nerves 

about how they are doing. 

10 anonymous 

My son settled in very quickly and has made friends. He is excited to come to school 

every morning . My son expressed that he had a concern with another child pushing 

him but his teacher was excellent and it was dealt with quickly . It has been so 

beautiful watching my son learn the school routine , listen more and seeing his big 

smile each day we collect him from school. 

11 anonymous Settling in Supported in issues 

12 anonymous 

Teachers go above and beyond to make sure the children feel welcomed. We couldn’t 

ask for a better reception teacher! X has settled in so well and loves coming to school. 

Thank you for everything! 

13 anonymous Engagement for staff 

14 anonymous 
He has settled, in well and enjoys playtime with his friends and is enjoying all his 

lessons 

15 anonymous 
All the teachers seem genuinely interested and involved with every pupil. X speaks 

very highly of everyone there. 

16 anonymous Her skills have developed further 

17 anonymous Coming home and telling me all the new things he’s learnt 

18 anonymous The progress in which he’s learning 



19 anonymous 
That her confidence has grown and she has made new friends, her behaviour has 

been excellent and already has had a certificate and the purple jumper 

20 anonymous Very organised and friendly teacher 

21 anonymous His growth, confidence, and calmer behaviour 

22 anonymous 
Everything! The welcome has been fantastic from all staff, very helpful and nothing Is 

too much trouble! 

23 anonymous 

How approachable and responsive their class teacher is and how confident our child 

feels going in to class with her each morning. Knowing he feels secure and happy in 

his learning environment is extremely important to us and we feel this gives him the 

ideal foundation from which to learn and progress. 

24 anonymous How nice all the staff are 

25 anonymous 
Although X isn’t behaving very well his teacher is handling it really nicely - lots of 

communication and I feel really supported but her 

26 anonymous 
Everything! We couldn't be happier with how our son has settled in. His teacher has 

been fantastic - we couldn't ask for any more. 

27 anonymous He has gone into school independently after the first 2 days 

28 anonymous Everything, she loves school 

29 anonymous 
They have settled really well and they are really enjoying school, the teaching staff are 

kind, friendly and approachable which has really helped with the transition. 

30 anonymous X really enjoys going to school to learn with her friends. 

 

 


